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 Revisit Enterprise Risk Management within the Framework of

Decision Management
 Emerging Business Ecosystem – The Biggest Killer Source of

Risks
 Enterprise Risk Management – The Clarion Call Repeated
 Business Strategies – Incubator for Risks or Solution for Risks
 Essentials in The Process of ERM with a 3600 Approach -

Towards Risk Enabled Organisation

When future looks hazy, it is time to go back to basics

Revisit Enterprise Risk Management
within the Framework of Decision Management

The Incubator of Risks - Decision Making
“Decision making is the process by which managers respond to
opportunities and threats by analysing options and making
decisions about goals and course of actions”
Opportunities = Ways to improve organisational performance

Threats

= Occurs when the organisation is affected by
adverse impacts of events

Learning points

“Doing what is right is not hard - Knowing what is right is.”
Lyndon B Johnson
“Once you have made your marks watch out for erasers.”
Will Rogers
The story of a kid on a winter morning in a hill station
“Make best use of environment and save inputs”
Crisis is a wonderful opportunity to waste - Remain in a state of readiness
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The Simple Way to Understand ERM
If you ask most people why cars have brakes and they will say,

“It is so you can slow down”
“One can stop the car when necessary”

The answer in reality is
One can drive the car fast yet keep control because
they have a facility to slow down or stop, if required
Organizations that are most effective and efficient in managing risks to
both existing assets and to future growth shall sustain in long run
despite all challenging turbulences and outperform those that are less so.

Decision and Performance Management Framework
Strategy & Balance Score Card - Steps In a Continuum
Vision What we want to be

Decisions taken
by ownership
group

VALUES - What’s important to us

Decisions taken
by business
managers

Mission – Why do we exist
SWOT Leads to STRATEGY - Our game plan

BALANCED SCORECARD - Implementation & Focus

Incubators
of Risks

STRATEGIC INITIATIVES - What we need to do
PERSONAL OBJECTIVES - What I need to do and achieve

For each Step Decision

Management is essential

STRATEGIC OUTCOMES
Satisfied
SHAREHOLDERS

Delighted
CUSTOMERS

Efficient and Effective
PROCESSES

Motivated & Prepared
WORKFORCE

Area of
conflict

Therefore, critically important requirements
in the process of ‘Decision Management for
Value Creation’ in contemporary business ecosystem are
Building Strategies around
Vision > Mission > Culture > Values > SWOT

Timeliness and Innoventive

TM

Action Plans

Minimising Sub-optimialities and Value Destructions

And remaining ever alert for facing risks and challenges
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What learning inputs a business manager gets out of these graphics?

Can a business manager wish away
risks and challenges that will unfold in the forward path?

Can a business manager mitigate 80% of risks and leave the
balance, without informed judgement, knowing consciously
well that net profit may not be even 20% of Turnover?

Source: http://www.oliverwyman.com/content/dam/oliver-wyman/global/en/files/archive/2013/2013_AFP_Risk_Survey__Final.pdf

Is it possible to derive reward without balancing them with Risks?

The Two Facets of Risks

Positive Risks Management yields
Reward and Prosperity

Negative Risks Management prevents
destruction

ERM is essentially
management of positive risks for creating sustainable value and prosperity,
and
elimination of negative risks for protecting existing assets in order to avoid
unforeseen losses and liabilities and reduce the overlapping grey area

Let us see a short video film
The need for looking around
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=msjN1uiUWyY

The above policy is mostly adopted
by large organisations with a top down approach

The objective is to establish
Risk Enabled Performance Management System (REPMS)

Emerging Business Eco System
The Biggest Source of Killer Risks

Emerging Business Ecosystem
Shift from Natural to Intellectual Resources
 Knowledge will further move from the exclusive arena of elite to
the mass
 Further exploitation of intellectual resources will reduce
dependence on and consumption of natural resources
 Project execution time will be counted in weeks and not in months
and years
 Speed will be the most important component in any business plan
 Jobs will revolve around thinking, innovation and creativity

 Major tasks will include brand and corporate image management

Emerging Business Ecosystem (Contd.)
Harder Time Ahead for Enterprise and not Customers
 VUCA (Volatility, Uncertainty, Complexity and Ambiguity) will more
intensity will be a permanent feature
 Knowledge will more and more outline the market by only one fence
called Internet
 WWW will be one stop source for all information
 Dramatic increase in ready to use goods – obsolescence galore
 Services (say banking) to be transacted only over smartphones
 Competitive edge will further shift from products to technical skill
 Mass distribution and e-commerce will reduce intermediation
 Cost saved in intermediation will reduce price and time spent by
customer
Thus
 The new era will be harder for business enterprises and not customers
 True worth will depend upon business model, brand equity, customer
loyalty and marketing network, e. g. face book, Ola Cabs, Alibaba

Emerging Business Ecosystem (Contd.)
Rationalised Statutes – Changed Rules for the Game
 The process of legislative reforms will rationalise and / or replace laws
concerning economic activities
 A new set of third generation Laws for Cyberspace, Competition, GST,
Corporate Bankruptcy and Liquidation, etc. will redefine business
environment.
 Professionals have to learn and master how to live with the new
combination of situations
 One of the major tasks will also be management of Brand and Corporate
images in the domain of perception management
 Sustainability will be the other name of the game

Value Generation Skill and not Ownership
 Demand for accountability and transparency will redefine the concept of
fiscal and corporate governance
 Disinvestment from and hostile takeover of inefficient units will be
inevitable
 Sustained value generation skill and not ownership will be the ultimate
criteria for occupying driver’s seat

Emerging Business Ecosystem (Contd.)
Metamorphosis in Internal Environment
 Productivity will no longer be a factor of hand-held skill

 Man – machine interface will further reduce
 Management Accounting will be more graphical and interactive level
 Decision Making Tools will be sophisticated metrics backed by
powerful object-oriented relational Big-data Analysis
 Desktop Computers will be the data warehouse.
 Main server / cloud will be the data mine
 Bricks and Mortar Cos. will face killing competition from disruptive
business models and have to seamlessly integrate processes with
opportunities of the Internet

 True worth will depend upon business model, brand, customer
loyalty and marketing network
The more you sweat while training the less you bleed while fighting

Emerging Business Ecosystem (Contd.)
Convergence Towards one Global Standard
 Accounting and corporate reporting will converge to one global standard
 Specificities for any country - only in terms of customers’ demand and
delight but not surely for methods of doing business

Self Regulation than Control
 Opening up of the economy will see birth of many more Regulators
 Centre of gravity of power will shift from Government and the
bureaucracy to Society and customers
 Regulators will impose systems for self-regulation by enterprises
 Jobs both the leader and team member will revolve around thinking,
innovation and creativity

 External controls will minimise
 Flexibility and speed in responding to market changes will be the key

The more you sweat for business modelling and planning
the less you bleed while fighting the war called competition

Greater Uncertainty. “There’s a sense that the world appears more uncertain
and risky than it did seven to ten years ago,” according to McKinsey & Co.
Senior Risk Expert Martin Pergler. “What’s important is that when you ask
senior management about their confidence level, there’s a whole lot more
risk awareness and concern. People care about risk management.” The 2013
AFP Risk Survey.
Source: http: //www.pwc.com/us/en/risk-management/assets/beyond-theory.pdf
Read more: http://www.oliverwyman.com/content/dam/oliver-wyman/global/en/files/archive/2013/2013_AFP_Risk_Survey_-_Final.pdf

Enterprise Risk Management
The Clarion Call Repeated

Don’t challenge your limits.
Limit your challenges.

Organisational Genomics
 Human Beings
 Influenced by genetically inherited attributes
 Destined to behave in a pre-determined manner in respect of some
of the characteristic features

 Business Organisations - Passing of the mantle to a new CEO
changes only the strategies and methods of doing business.
Core cultural features do not change

 This is because an organisation also inherits certain
characteristic features from its founder promoters and
managers
 Paradigm Shift Required – Prosperity through Services
 Argument - How this is possible, when organisations are run by
human beings?
 Probability - Market forces and collective wisdom will make the
difference

Basics of Enterprise Risk Management
ERM is essentially












A process implemented by Management across the enterprise
till the end point of hierarchy

With a top down approach
Applied in setting business strategies and implementation plans
for encashing opportunities

Used for identifying potential events which can ultimately affect
the entity with financial losses
Enables management of risks within the risk appetite

Provides reasonable assurance on achievement of the entity’s
long term goals through short term objectives
Helps in the long term attaining strength and stability for
competitive advantages and sustainability

Business Risks are like killer gases in air that can’t be seen but sniffed

6WH Principles of Breaking the Vicious Circle of Risks
What
How

When

Risks
Where

Why

Whom

Which

When potential events, issues and challenges remain unidentified
business continues to be shrouded with uncertainties

Identification of Risks through SWOT Analysis

Source: Project work by students of NMIMS

Enterprise Risk Analysis – Why ?
 Internal risks are hiding in every oragnisation
 External risks are easily perceivable than internal risks but those
are too many and of multi-various nature
 Factors leading to goal incongruity are there in many multidivisional organisations.

 Integrated analysis of risks
 Provide a comprehensive framework by wich
 Managers in all segments of activities can alleviate risks and
 take timely actions to reduce adversities in value generation

 Therefore the task is to transform the organisation from

Risk Prone

Risk Aware

Risk Enabled Organisation

Let risk management be taken as a way of life
In search of Excellence with Risk Enabled Performance Management

What is a Risk Intelligent Enterprise™ ?*
A Risk Intelligent Enterprise considers ‘the ability to anticipate and react to a
market opportunity’ to be as important as ‘readiness for a potentially
devastating business disruption’
Manage risks to create shareholder value (future growth)
New product development
New pricing models
Rewarded
Business
Strategies
risks
Target new markets
The Incubator of Risks or Solution for Risks?
VALUE

Unrewarded
risks

Penalties and fines

Fraud
Disasters

Manage risks to protect shareholder value (existing assets)

Businesses thrive by taking risks but falter when risks are managed ineffectively.
Organizations need to devote resources for both risk taking, and risk management

*Acknowledgement: This slide is a TM item of Deloitte and is being used for propagating knowledge

The story of the Wolf and Two CEOs in the Woods
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Competitive Business Strategy
Theme drawn from Harvard Business School’s publications

Internal activities

External Environment

A strategy is an integrated set of choices for actions
which positions a firm in an industry so as to
generate superior financial returns over the long run
Competitive dynamics
 The business ecosystem as ever is under the grip of Volatility,
Uncertainty, Complexities and Ambiguities (VUCA)
 However, elements of VUCA everyday assuming critical dimensions
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with accentuated by disruptive business models

Learning Points from The Strategy Guru - Michael Porter
https://hbr.org/1996/11/what-is-strategy

The essence of strategy is choosing to perform activities differently than
rivals do. It is essential to understand that

 Operational effectiveness
• Is not strategy (Doing the right things in the right way)
• Is necessary but not sufficient
 Strategy rests on unique activities

Essential elements of Competitive Strategy includes
 Cost leadership,
 Differentiations in Product / Services, Speed, Flexibilities, and
 Focus
Essential to represent the alternative strategic positions in an industry
Strategic positioning
 Are often not obvious,
 And finding them requires creativity and insight
New entrants often discover unique positions that have been available but
simply overlooked by established competitors
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Learning Points from The Strategy Guru … 2
A Sustainable Strategic Position Requires Trade-offs

 Choosing a unique position is not enough to guarantee a sustainable
advantage. It Needs trade-off
 Trade-offs occur when activities are incompatible
It means that more of one thing necessitates less of another, e. g., an
airline can choose to serve meals adding cost and slowing turnaround
time, or it can choose not to
But it cannot do both without bearing major inefficiencies. Here comes
the need for Strategic Cost Management (SCM)

 First, a competitor can reposition itself to match the superior performer
 Second and far more common type of imitation is straddling
 It seeks to match benefits of a successful position while maintaining
its existing position.
 It grafts new features, services, or technologies onto the activities it
already performs
 It essentially needs SCM for sustainable price competiveness
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Let us think of something unique and drastically different

Story of the Crying Child in City of Nainital
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36
http://www.slideshare.net/donovangaboya/blue-ocean-strategy-67595

Minimise Value Destruction

Eliminate

Reduce

Innovate

Create

Maximise Value Creation
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Your Presenter’s Call – Be Innoventive – Add the element of Invention

Introspect and Reposition the Business and Products
Competitors

The Organisation

Known

Not
Known

Known

Public
Knowledge

Unique
Strength*

Not Known

Blindness

Unexplored**

* Unique strength will lie in knowing what the competitors do not know

** Strive to move to the unexplored area to achieve a state of readyness for
proactively delivering what the society will ask for tomorrow
Our realisation of tomorrow will be limited by our questions of today
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What did Kesari do?

Introspect and Reposition the Business and Products
Competitors

The Organisation

Known

Not
Known

Known

Public
Knowledge

Unique
Strength*

Not Known

Blindness

Unexplored**

* Unique strength will lie in knowing what the competitors do not know

** Strive to move to the unexplored area to achieve a state of readyness for
proactively delivering what the society will ask for tomorrow
Our realisation of tomorrow will be limited by our questions of today
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The Ultimate Criteria
Factor for differentiating a product - Service to the society

Society
Enterprise

Benefits
Harms

Benefits

Harms

Win - Win

Parasite

Martyr

Terrorists

Parasite
– Not be able to suck for long
Terrorists
– Killed in no time
Martyr
– Bleed to death
Successful Strategy – Create a win-win situation

Essentials in The Process of ERM
With a 3600 Approach Towards Risk Enabled Organisation

Enterprise Risk Exposure Profile for Decision Management
Create and Review the Risk Register from this Universe of Risks

External Risks – Reforms, Market, Technology,
Competitor, Natural, Legal & Regulatory, Political
Action - Map every ‘Cash Generation Unit’ vs. Risks and Mitigation Steps

Currency Exchange

Financial

Customer
Success

Operational and
Environmental

Planning

Cost of
Capital

Human
Resource
Secrecy

Liquidity

Goal Congruence

Governance & Strategic
Leadership, Product Profile, Product
Image
Life Cycle, Business
Portfolio, Business
Model,Erosion
Communication,
Org. Structure, Business Alliances

Image Product / Service
Erosion
Pollution
Failure

External Reporting

Credit

GAAP Conversion

Health
&
Safety

R&D

Fraud

Info.
Reliability

Brand Compliance
Erosion
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Direct and Indirect Taxes

Market Capitalisation Decline Drivers – What does the Board do?
According to Deloitte’s Ristuccia, “Progressive companies
engage the board and senior leadership team to build scenario
planning into decision-making. They communicate that
through their people and culture,”. “Our mission is X. Our risk
tolerance is Z. Our risk factors are 1-5 or 1-10 and are
grounded in business strategy,” Ristuccia explained. “That
gives the organization a better chance to have ERM in the DNA
of the organization and better transparency to connect the
dots and advise senior managers,” he said.

http://www.pwc.com/us/en/risk-management/assets/beyond-theory.pdf

Ask Three Questions to Set Riks Appetite – A Case Study

Source: http://www.pwc.com/us/en/risk-management/assets/beyond-theory.pdf

A Typical Risk Register
How does a typical Risk Register Look like

Risk Universe Scan by L&T
Operations
Customer Satisfaction
Human Resources
Knowledge Capital
Product Development
Efficiency
Capacity
Scalability
Performance Gap
Cycle Time
Sourcing
Channel Effectiveness
Partnering

Environment
Competitor
Customer Wants
Technological Innovation
Sensitivity
Shareholder Expectation
Capital Availability
Sovereign / Political
Legal
Govt. Policy / Regulatory
Industry
Financial Markets
Catastrophic Loss

Compliance
Business Interruptions
Product / Service Failure
Environmental
Health and Safety
Trademark / Brand
Budget and Planning
Product / Service Pricing
Contract Commitment
Measurement (Operations)
Alignment
Accounting Information

Financial
Interest Rate
Currency
Equity
Commodity
Financial Instrument
Cash Flow
Opportunity Cost
Liquidity
Concentration

Organisation
Organizational Culture
Ethical Behavior
Board Effectiveness
Succession
Image and Branding
Stakeholder Relations
Employee / Third Party Fraud
Illegal Acts
Unauthorized Use

Data Integrity
IT Access
Information Availability
Information Systems
Infrastructure
Financial Reporting
Evaluation
Internal Control Evaluation
Executive Certification
Taxation
Regulatory Reporting

Default
Credit
Concentration
Settlement
Collateral

Strategy
Environmental Scan
Business Model
Business Portfolio
Investment Valuation /
Evaluation
Measurement
Organizational Structure
Resource Allocation
Planning
Life Cycle

Source: Presentation in CII’s CFO Summit, 2007

All these are to be
captured in a Risk
Register

ERM Framework
Objectives

Organization

Level
Process

Typical Risk Management Framework

First Reference Point of ERM Process is Risk Register – Revisited every year
How does a typical Risk Register Look like

How to Approach the Task of Risk Management

Chart out the Path to Future
Foreseeable
Future

Abilities &
Structural Requirements

Analyse Gaps
Present
Assess Risk
Management Abilities
& Risk Architecture

Frame Out
Strategic
Risk Agenda

Information
Required

Information
Available

Develop ERM Process through COSO Framework
Development through COSO Framework - Change
approach and strategies
From
Traditional

To
COSO

=

Achievement
of Results

1. Reactive

1. Proactive

2. Focus on people

2. Focus on opportunities

3. Direct and correct

3. Prevent and monitor

4. Inspect in quality

4. Build in quality

5. Survival of the fittest

5. Everyone can contribute

6. Audit driven solutions 6. Operations driven solutions
COSO Framework
"Committee of Sponsoring Organisations of the Treadway Commission, a nonprofit commission
that in 1992 established a common definition of internal control and created a framework for
evaluating effectiveness of internal controls. - 1. Control Environment, 2. Risk Assessment,
3. Control Activities, 4. Information and Communication, 5. Monitoring and 6. Rating”

Deloitte’s
Nine Fundamental Principles of Risk Management*
Common definition of risk
Common risk framework
Oversight

Risk Governance

Roles and responsibilities

Board of Directors

Tone at the top

Transparency for governing
bodies

Common risk infrastructure
Executive management
responsibility

Common Risk
Infrastructure

Risk Infrastructure
and Management
People

Objective assurance and
monitoring

Process

Executive Management

Technology

Risk Process
Risk
Ownership

Identify Risks

Assess and
Evaluate
Risks

Business unit responsibility

Respond
to Risks

Design,
Implement,
and test
controls

Monitor,
Assure,
and
Escalate

Risk Classes
Governance

Support of pervasive functions

Integrate
Risk

Strategy and
Planning

Operations
Infrastructure

Compliance

Business
Units and
Supporting
Functions

Reporting

* Acknowledgement: This slide is a TM item of Deloitte and is being used for propagating knowledge

Key Component of Risk Management System in Infosys

Source: Annual Report of Infosys, 2014-15

The Risk Exposure Calculator - Prof. Robert Simons
Growth
Pressure for
Performance

+

1/2/3/4/5

Rate of
Expansion

+

Inexperience of
Key Employees

1/2/3/4/5

1/2/3/4/5

Executive
Resistance to
Bad News

Level of
Internal
Competition

=

Score

=

Score

=

Score

Culture
Rewards for
Entreprenl.
Risk Taking

+

+

1/2/3/4/5

1/2/3/4/5

1/2/3/4/5

Information Management
Transaction
Complexities

1/2/3/4/5

+

Gaps in Diagonostic Performance Measures

1/2/3/4/5

+

Degree of Decentralised decision Making

1/2/3/4/5

Total
= Score

Pressure points due to Growth
Fast-growing business enterprises are often intense and exciting
environments. First Risk – Pressure for Performance
 Attracts the interests of employees and capital markets
 Executives often set ambitious turnover and profit goals

 Those who deliver are rewarded and those who do not hardly
share the prosperity
 Growth leads to pressure of performance
 Along with innovation and creativity it also leads people to take
unintended risks beyond the bearing ability
 Fear psychosis grows amongst those whose effrorts do not
generate faster and momentous results

 Pressure builds up to succeed at all costs even if actions
overstep ethical bounds and contravene company policy
 Employees may misrepresent their true performance to cover up
shortfalls against expectations

Pressure Points due to Growth (Contd.)
Second Risk – Rate of expansion in 0peration
 Infrastructure like new product lines, production facilities, and
distribution channels get overloaded due to quickly /
haphazardly planned actions and imbalance in resources
 Operations expand faster than capacity to invest in more people
and technology

Third Risk – Inexperienced people holding key roles
 People without required skills and experience gets positioned in
key result areas. Can not internalise company’s values
 Adequate time is not spent for maturing deliverables
 Array of small / unnerving mistakes occur in handling customers
and key business stake-holders
 Customer complain increases

 Lack of experience brings additional risks particularly in highinnovation businesses

Pressure Points due to Culture
Fourt Risk – Rewards for Entrepreneurial Risks
 Success embolden risk takers too much – Money is loose,
confidence is high – Urge to gamble with company’s assets and
reputation, all in the name of higher gains, becomes irresistible.
 People invest in excessively risky deals and forge alliances with
others who may not have the ability to honour the commitments

 Make promises to customers that are impossible to fulfil
 Proportion of business in new risky areas by over enthusiast
employees increases
 Organisation urges some people to operate as a lone ranger
since not many people support such
 Higher frequency in failed new products or services or
unsuccessful deals indicate that exposure to risk is mounting

Corporate Governance – The fountain of Risk Management
Risk and Performance Management

Disclosure and Transparency

Legal and Regulatory
Boundaries

Corporate
Governance

Independence and Value Orientation
Business Practices and Ethics
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Align strategic oversight role with Risk Intelligence and Congruated Goals

Management Process for Compliance Risk Management

Source:
http://grierconsulting.com/index_2Comp.html

Further Thoughts

“The essence of management lies in
dropping the last letter and make it ‘Manage Men’!
It is still better to drop the last two letters and make it ‘Manage Me’!”
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Present Trainer gratefully acknowledges indebtedness to Ernst
Young for graphics in subsequent five slides

Drivers of Operational Risks - Cause and Effect Relationship

Mitigation Measure – Fixation of KPIs and KRAs for Human Resource

Simplified Options for Management of Risks

Aspects of Risk Management

Integrated COSO Framework for Risk Management

Transformation from ERM to REPM

Thank You

